
Logline:  
 
Omphalos Screenager is a podcast adventure about a frighten teenage valley girl who must 
survive a robotic alien invasion and protect her new friend, a techy nerd girl whose learned how 
to reprogram the attacking droids, from a corrupt military captain who wants to take over the 
surviving cities of America and eventually the world.  
 
Series Overview:  
 
Omphalos Screenager is a story of how two girls survive the end of the world and their fights 
against a conniving marine captain who wants to create a new world out the ashes of the old by 
using reprogrammed robot aliens.  
 
Matilda is a sixteen-year-old girl who goes from valley girl to badass fighter. She has been 
separated from her father, her grandparents are nowhere to be found, and the world is being 
taken over by robotic aliens that like 1940’s music. Her only safe place is a small bunker that 
houses a nerdy girl that listens anime music and her reprogrammed bodyguards. As the world 
gets worst day by day and the military grabs more control, Matilda relies on Jen’s silly pun-
riddled humor to keep her sane and soon finds herself falling in love with the computer geek. 
 
Jen wants to save the world, but fear of the outside has turned her into a shut-in. She relies on her 
friends to bring back robots to reprogram or gives out information, through the old ham radio 
network as Jon Echo November 14 William, on alien fortifications sites. When it is discovered 
that she has been reprogramming the alien tech, Jen finds herself pulled from her bunker and 
forced to work for Captain Delvyn, a man whose goal is to take over the world using the robot 
aliens. Jen’s only hope is Matilda, a girl that makes her feel strange things.  
 
Omphalos Screenager is a once a month podcast slated for 35, 4 -10 minutes episodes and will 
mostly be told from the perspective of Matilda and Jen with brief flashes to Captain Delvyn. The 
podcast will use several different styles to tell the story. The first six episodes will open with a 
radio broadcast from a news station that will tell how the invaders are destroying the city and the 
fight with the military. The second part of these episodes will have Matilda calling and leaving 
voice mails for various people as she tries to find somewhere safe. By episode seven, Jen will be 
introduced as she communicates with a man over ham radio about the weird program she’s 
encountered while dissecting a broken scout. By episode eight, the News broadcast informs the 
citizens of a safe zone set up by Captain Alonzo Delvyn. Episode ten, Jen’s reprogrammed scout, 
Scraper, finds Matilda wounded in an abandon mall. Matilda agrees to work with Jen. In this 
episode there will also be a shift in how the story will be told, moving from Matilda leaving 
voice mails to her communicating through radio using D.A.C. to speak with Jen.  
 
In order to tell some of Capt. Delvyn story, the use of a recorded captains log, similar to Star 
Trak, will help. Each recorded captain log will slowly reveal his desires and plans to conquer the 
world. Utilizing radio broadcast for when he gives speeches to the city, or having an officer 
interrupt his captain log, will also help to move his story. 
 



As the story progresses Jen and Matilda start to realize their growing attraction for each other. 
This can lead to awkward moments for the socially awkward Jen, and show off Matilda’s more 
flirtatious side. This attraction ultimately leads to the story’s climax as Capt. Delvyn catches Jen 
and reveals his plan for world domination. He forces Jen to begin reprogramming some of the 
droids that have been caught prior to her arrival. Matilda survives the destruction of the bunker 
and has a brief scuffle with Scraper, who experiences a regression in his programing during a 
reboot and almost kills Matilda before Jen’s A.I. kicks in. The two head to Capt. Delvyn’s strong 
hold, a walled off city with a defensive barrier that renders enemy tech powerless including 
Scraper. Matilda breaks into the compound alone and sees a glimpse of how the world would 
look if Delvyn won.  
 
It wouldn’t be bad. People would have safety and this causes conflict within her. Once she 
locates Jen, she realizes that there is no way for her to rescue Jen without a robot army of her 
own. Scraper informs her that they only way he and the other reprogrammed bots can help is if 
the barrier went offline, but this would also mean the alien invaders would have a clear shot at 
their biggest threat.  
 
The last episode titled, “Not all good,” has Matilda bringing down the barrier and rescuing Jen. 
When Jen learns of the consequences to Matilda’s decision, she isn’t happy and questions 
Matilda who reveals that she doesn’t care if the world burns as long as Jen is by her side. The 
episode and series ends with a single demand, “If you love me too. Kiss me.” 
 
Character Bios: 
 
Matilda Kallan – Matilda (Matty) is a sixteen-year-old valley girl whose biggest worry was 
getting her crush to recognize her. Now robots from outer space are invading the world and they 
are, as Matilda put its, “so totally not like Autobots.” She comes from a single parent home and 
lives an upper-middle class lifestyle. She’d rather be painting her nails than running from droids 
that can fire vaporizing lasers and fighting Marines looking to take over what’s left of America. 
Matilda is rescued by Jen Whiker and brought back to her underground dooms day bunker. 
Matilda realizes she can’t run and hide forever and decides to fight back against the invaders, 
until she learns that a group of Marines are out for Jen. Matilda has fallen in love with the 
eccentric nerd and will do anything to protect her, even if that means collapsing the defenses 
network that keeps the human settlement safe from alien invaders. Role: Protagonist  
 
Jen Whiker – Teenage nerd with a passion for computers. Jen has always believed that robots 
would take over the world, just like her favorite movie Terminator, and now robotic alien 
invaders have captured her family and neighbors. Yet there is hope for salvation. Thanks to 
dissecting a scout damaged from it’s run in with the local police force, Jen has learned how to 
reprogram some of the alien tech and believes that she can turn the advance fleet on their 
creators. There is just one catch, Jen is a shut-in and afraid of the world beyond her bunker. 
While out scavenging for damaged bots, Scraper, Jen’s reprogramed scout, discovers a teenage 
female that has been badly injured and brings her back to the bunker. Thankfully Jen knows a 
thing or two about stitching up wounds and puts the girl back together. Through some tough 
negotiation, Jen works out a deal with Matilda who agrees to aid her in finding robots to 



reprogram. When word of Jen’s skills gets out, Jen finds herself captured by the ambitious Capt. 
Delvyn. Her only hope is a rescue mission from Matilda. Role: Love Interest  
 
Scraper – a robot cobbled together from different pieces, Scraper is a reprogrammed scout that 
serves as Jen’s eyes in the outside world. Although he speaks like a programmed robot, he does 
have an advance A.I., which allows him to make decisions and he choses to be loyal to Jen. He 
often gets into fights with other scouts and sometimes provides false information to the, “mother 
ship.” As Matilda joins the group, the two become fast friends and work together to achieve 
Jen’s goal of turning the advance fleet on the, “creators.” Role: Sidekick  
 
D.A.C. – Directional Assisting Computer or D.A.C. for short, is a little flying bot created by Jen 
to keep in contact with Matilda in the field. D.A.C. largely communicates like R2D2 through 
beeps and whistles. Unlike Scraper, he has a basic A.I. that only allows for a few decisions, 
which can be completely unhelpful when Matilda gets into trouble. Role: Sidekick 
 
Capt. Alonzo Delvyn – Capt. Delvyn is a man of schemes and action. With the invasion of 
hostile metal heads, the United States of American in disarray, and the world on the verge of the 
apocalypse, someone needs to step up and take charge. Delvyn quickly establishes his 
dominance over the locals of little San Terra, California. Before long he brings the scattered 
military and police forces under his command and has most of California conquered. He hardly 
experiences any resistance from the human population, and sets up several safe settlements. Seen 
as a hero, hardly anyone realizes that he is a dictator on the rise and has many shady businesses 
in the background. Seeing himself as the modern day Alexander the Great and not satisfied with 
ruling over a small state, Delvyn seeks to create an empire with America at it’s center. When he 
hears rumors about some kid that can reprogram the robotic aliens, Delvyn sees his chance and 
captures the girl named Jen Whiker to program a robot army. Role: Antagonists  
 
 Pilot Breakdown: 
 
Episode Name: Not The Autobots  
Episode Length: 6 minutes  
 
• Radio Newscaster describing the first landing ship 

o  97.01 KM. Debra Gyser reports on the ships that have just entered Earth’s 
atmosphere. She informs that the alien ships have released several pods. The pods 
change into metallic creatures that begin scanning the crowds of people. Someone 
fires at the droids, and the robots vaporize a group. The crowd runs in fear.  

• Robot transmission  
o  Clips of radio broadcast invade every thing that generates sound. Alien invaders 

deliver a message that they have come to colonize Earth. Their drones have been sent 
to make sure that some livable spaces have been carved out for their arrival. Humans 
are welcome to negotiate, but the aliens will have a place to live.  

• Jocab Kallen’s Voice Mail  
o Matilda Kallen calls her father and gets his voice mail. A pod has dropped at the 

amusement park and wrecked the roller coaster. She’s scared and wants him to come 
pick her up. She’ll meet him at Mel’s diner. 


